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2.It is Time some one told the TRUTH!
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Also we may have 5 Tapes on a Loan 
Basis for those who want more. By 
Morgan=same Subject.(Write direct 
to them for the Publication.)

IT IS A RELIEF
to finally have those who will TACK
LE and EXPOSE this Doctrine=HEAD ON !
1 _\yil 1_021_Repeat_wha t_ they_say

3ut suddenly ‘t is POSSIBLE! Not only 
that=but this is the KEY to your SALVA
TION! VO HOLM PESIRE*A/0 SALVATION!

If you are interested in the FTW 
Teachi ngs=wrjte_for_thjs_Rejease.

{F)Alright=Tet1s accept that Premise.
//hat he is handing us i s 2 VITAL MOMEN
TOUS THINGS. BOTH are DEVILISH!

« j,

is 100% under theSpirit= 
controlled by Christ = PROVIDED!
That he makes "NO EFFORT!11 to (MM~ ——————- —— Mt?—

Is this the end Result of trying to make 
a Point=by Hook or by Crook=by exagger- 
ation=by bending EVERYTHING to a MONO
MAN I ASM by_a_S£ck_Mind

"/I GOOD Tree CANNOT bring forth EVIL 
^RUIT, neither can a CORRUPT TREE bring 
L°ZLt_GQQC_CBUIIL"_MC.tt:.7£18z_See_19,.20.__ 
3ut we, a 100% EV?L TREE-are supposed tc 
some up with ONE=GOOD="FRUIT!"=the HOLY 
DESIRE that FTW paints as WHOLLY IMPOS
SIBLE! He even draws a Picture to empha
size that Point=of a Fool praying to a 
THORN BUSH to produce ONE APPLE! which 
le declares has never been since the 
^2Eld_began2_IT=IS=W0SS7SLE!_

DEVIL!(His Mother also.) 
(D)But let’ us go along wi th the 
Thought that man is EVIL and EVIL 
continuously until he and Mama come 
to the FTW Meetings and hits the 
'T^^^IQl^ijANGO11 Transmission Belt. 
(Ejfhen he

UJNEXf==if Christ or God CAN up and give 
us a~BETTER 1‘NATURE1 l=one JUST=LIKE=CHRI f 
IN FACT=just WHY did He saddle us down 
with such an INFERIOR PRODUCT first time 
round?Does no one see this whole CHARADE 
is an IMPEACHMENT against GOD? That He 
holds an "APPLE TREE" GOOD FRUIT "NATURE1 
in RESERVE=but allows you to go through 
Li fe=HANDICAPPED=CRIPPLED=as FTW=RDB= 
and JONES SAID="SINNING and CONFESSING= 
SINNING and CONFESSING!" When it is all 
UNNECESSARY. Like DRIVI NG without BRAKES 
All you had to do was pull in to the FTW 
FILLING STATI0N=and NOT get NEW BRAKES® 
but just "ASK!"=and you get a BRAND NEW 
CAR! How stupid of you that you did not 
know that=nor did any other Christian 
know that. FTW and his WAGGONER had to 
go to the JEWISH TALMUD=for_that_one! 
(jJWhat"KTnd"of“a"fRTcKY”G6D’does"FTW" 
hold out to us=that He has a Supply of 
GOOD HALE and HEARTY "NATURES" stock- 
pi led=but He will in no way GIVE you 
one until you ASK=and how shall we ASK 
when we have N0T=0NE=G00D=TH0UGHT! Not 
in a Life-Time. One that is PLAGUED with 
a THORN_BUSH_ that_can_produce_NO_APPMLE_S_ I 
"(K)God numbers every Hair on our Head® 
we 
He has His Angels watching over us=He 
has a STOCK-PILE of "GOOD NATURES" to 
hand out=but He HARDENS HIMSELF-He WILL 
NOT do it until you ASK! Yet you are so 
EVIL and so DEV ILISH=that any HELP you 
might get . Negated by that "OLD MAN"= 
that M0NKEY=0N=Y0UR=BACK! He must be 
SHOT! or YANKED OUT by the ROOTS! Leave-3- “--------H

NO TRACE of it. You must have a NEW 
MODEL ENTIRELY! Fixing the BRAKES 
will not do. The WHOLE "NATURE" has 
to be REPLACED. But how can you = 
with a nature like PHARA0H=have ONE 
GOOD TH0UGHT=0NE HOLY DESIRE=towan 
anything BETTER than the OLD THORN 
BUSH you already have?How shall you 
ASK=when_you_fee]_N0_NEED?

FTJeA 4537. Fe.br MJ9&2 
_____ Hoehn Research. Ltbstaiiy, 
Box. 1 270, Gttand Fo-fltA, BC VOH 1H0
irT7ie FREV WRIGHT Teaching and Holy 
FteAh. VoetriZne”"by ?CROWN OF VICTORY f 
PUBLICATIONS," by C.Morgan, Vunntnc 
St., M.S. I. 2041 PaJfrwoodA-, 0 4555, 
AUSTRALIA and by Ffitz Alsetli, P0 
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^CTUALLY=to be consistent with his Teac 
ing=you should have NEVER had the DESIR' 
to come to his Meetings! If you and your 
Son are POSSESSED by the Devil since the 
Day of your Birth! How can a BAD TREE 
sudden ly_SPROyT_tMs_ONEMAPPLE__^_???_

And we might add=to Sell that Mother 
Goose Yarn=requires minds as SICK as 
his own. No, I will not AP^LCG!ZE!.

Ehe DESIRE to come to his Meetings = ??
-2-

:or that would throw a Monkey-WrenchTn 
the whole Works. God will not "HELP" him 
=He never has=He never will. If you TRY 
to HELP in the slightest Degree=you spoi 
EVERYTHING. For it is 100% God's PART = 
and NONE of your PART. Make NO MISTAKE, 
about that. This is his "SECRET!"

BUT I WAS WONDERING:
in Reviewing the Thoughts of MORGAN 
in his Review of the Teachings of 
FTW. If I am Right=neither he nor 
anyone else seem to get one_Poij]t:

T{EJ6r what kind of a CROCODILE MON-- 
■TER does FTW hand us=worse than a 
SECOND-HAND CAR DEALER=who sold us 
such a BROKEN-DOWN WRECK=of a CONK
ED OUT "NATURE" in the first Case. 
In the second Case=sees us go throu 
all kinds of TROUBLE on the Road of 
Life=because we are Saddled down 
with this THORN-BUSH PR ICKLY-PINE 
"NATURE"=He cares not how LONG it

! wi11 take=N0THING you may DO or CAN 
DO will ever CHANGE that USELESS 
KONKED OUT "NATURE"=unti1 you ASK 
for a NEW MODEL! Well, Sir = if the 
DEVIL is ALIVE on Planet Earth=he 
is ALIVE in that FTW TALMUDIC DOC
TRINE of DEMONS!
{MjWhy do we say TALMUDIC? Because 
that is what the TALMUD TEACHES=the 
JEWISH TALMUD=no Wonder Christ call 
ed those RABBI^what they were: "A 
GENERATION OF VIPERS!"=who make the 
Word of God of NON-EFFECT by thei r 
TRADITIONS= "He began to say unto 
His disciples FIRST=OF=ALL,"BEWARE 
ye of the LEAVEN of the PHARISEES, 
which is HYPOCRISY!"

{G)THE CONdTtToN of receiving that Wond
erful Spanking "NEW NATURE" the "APPLE-- 
TREE NATURE"®is on CONDITI0N=(Do not go 
Deyond that Point!)=is to only ASK! then 
^ELAX_and_go_no_f urther.._____________
IhYaTtIght, here I want to pose one Qua- 
ry. How is this NO-GOOD DEVIL-POSSESSED 
‘EVIL TREE" that we are all Saddled witi, 
going to come up with that WONDERFUL SAVr 
ING "DES I RE: = (the KEY to it all!)®!!! 
ANSWER THAT ONE! How does a "NATURE" as 
le puts it=100% POSSESSED by the Devi 1 = 
where or how does that "DESIRE" come 
From? SPEAKING OF "TREES"=the Lord said:

_____  
are of more Value than many SPARROWS- WHI Cl I IS

the FTW=WAGGONER DOGMA. From "EVERY|- 
MANS TALMUD"=by The Rev. Dr. A. 
COHEN, M.A.=Ph.D. E.P.DUTTON S CO 
NEW YORK. 1949. ________ _
LT ke” the"SP T RiTUALTSfT C "YAHVTST 
trying to drag us BACK to the TALh'JD 
Possibley the R0TTENES1 00K eve 
conceived bv MAN or DF . ■■=-------np

(A) FTW’ teaches man is born an "EvTll 
IB§E,J=with_a_,JTHORN_BySH_NATyREi,J__
(B) lt is INCAPABLE of doing any 
GOOD or having ONE GOOD THOUGHT®!t 
is WHOLLY_SATANIC._This_is_his_Cue. 
IcJTf that is so=knowing Babies as| 
we do=we would have to say "THE LT- 
TEE DEVIL"=fas Fred paints him]=\s 
quite CUTE! The Devil cannot be near 
as RAD as we always THOUGHT! Now 
that we have a First-hand chance to 
lpok_at_a
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'CULTIVATING the ATTRIBUTES."
'NOT ONCE should you even THINK of

II
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Until he is 13 years Old or until he 
comes to the FTW Meetings = whichever 
comes FIRST!

THE ILLUMINATI 
Planet Earth.

is ALIVE and WELL on 
THE ANTICHRIST.

the BLIND!======

354-5.

'-2-2.xP22-2 us to OVERCOME. "COL 316. 
■-'Jiaral PERFECTION is required of ALL
..STRIVE for PERFECTION...This is the
EDUCATION that will endure unto Eter-

"If you CULTIVATE faithfully the VINEYARD 
of your soul, God is making you a laborer 
TOGETHER with Himself." COL 282.

SEED..."We are laborers TOGETHER with 
God." COL 82.

{Any question about that when he was 
"BORN" with the "EVIL IMPULSE?")

People are people=they like things that 
are not good for them=like SMOKING=DRINl 
ING=DOPE= and AVOID and HATE that which 
is good for them. This is a PERVERSE GEN
ERATION. And so with DOCTRINE. They like |ia2 LIFE...to ATTAIN PERFECTION of 
the SUGAR and SPICE and the HEADY STUFF. 
All we need is ONE BOOK to prove the 
TALMUDIC FTW=WAGGONER Religion as WRONG 
as the Devil! So Sad that so few will 
find it out until it is too late.

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 
............ ERRATUM 7"^...........  
We consider the GREATEST ENEMIES of Z10 si 
in the Days of the Apostles=was the 
CHURCH-LEADERS. Who kept them in a TRAP. 
As History is Repeated="JERUSALEM" 
is CRUCIFYING Christ afresh.

LIKE M0RGAN=took him something like 20 
Years before he saw through a BIT of the 
ERRORS of FTW. At that Batting Rate = he 
wi11 find that "SPEWN OUT!" 
"GOING THRU!"=some time in the 7 Last 
Plagues. If you know ANYTHING about the 
warped FTW Religion you will recognize 
that he does NOT BELIEVE=any ofthis:_
"Through CONFLICT the spiritual LIFE is 
STRENGTHENED. Trials well borne will DE
VELOP steadfastness of CHARACTER...His 
CHARACTER will be reproduced in our 
NATURE." COL 61.

Let us turn from these men, driven CRAZY 
by the HEAT generated by their own fals^ 
Philosophies = to the Blessed Words con- 
ta i ned in His TRUTH.

TALMUD.
Now do you begin to see WHERE the 
HEPPENSTALL=MAXWELL RELIGION came 
from and SOLD to the entire CONFER- 
ENCE-"CHRIST-MESSI AH" will give us 
a NEW CHARACTER(SLAY the Old one!) 
when He COMES! This SWITCH in Doc
trine ASTOUNDED PAXTON in his Book. 
This was SOLD to WRIGHT and BRINS-. 
MEAD=1970-1972. SUDDENLY they ob
tained MILLIONS of $'s.

"Inasmuch as God CREATED man with the 
EVIL IMPULSE he is prone to SIN..." 
”EVERYMAN^S_ TALMUD'^=p.l04z _

'TRI2Y2Z. the_LOWER_NATURE!_"388Z 
'DAY by DAY..entering into the HOLIES?

SM 1:182. "PARTAKERS of the DIVINE
12 22212^-212^.21__________

'I do not mean that CHEAP FAITH,un- 
■>upported_by_WORKSL'^SM_2^381z_______
'None need fail of ATTAINING, in his

THE EVIL IMPULSE.
"The Holy One, blessed be He, CREAT
ED two impulses, one GOOD and the 
other EVIL...the GOOD impulse. Why 
is it called a child? Because it 
does not attach itself to a person 
untzl the age_of_131L:_'^_pL88L_____
"While the EVIL impulse, according 
to this extract, is BORN with the 
individual... The EVIL impulse is 
13 years older than the GOOD impulse. 
It exists from the time of a person's 
emergence from his mother's womb; 
it GROWS with him...there is NOTHING 
(within him) to PREVENT it...the 
EVIL impulse within him is KING.” 
"EVERYMAN'_S_TALMUD'^=p.89.
"THE TALMUD...What is a person to 
do who struggles earnestly but un
successfully against the EVIL URGE? 
...let him go to a place where he 
is UNKNOWN, put on BLACK clothes 
and DO what his heart desires... 
Since the EVIL impulse was CREATED 
by God...Hence the Teaching:"In the' 
Hereafter, the Holy One, blessed bi' 
He, will bring the EVIL IMPULSE and 
SLAY it in the presence of the RIGHT- 
eQU2-211(2-21<2ee2i'--2l22l-

THEREFORE we no longer place ANY VALUE 
in the MORGAN TAPES=as in TAPE (5)he goes
BACK to GROTHEER and the ADVENTIST CHURCH^and acts its PART in the SOWING of the
Tb?Y_disown_us_=_we_d j.sown_ thenu

SUPERSTITIOUS IDEAS will enter the MIND, 
to MINGLE with the TRUE, and these ideas 
are ALWAYS DEBASING in their influence. , 
POISONED with ERROR themselves, they 
have watched every opportunity to sow 
the Seeds of doubt in other MINDS. NATULE GULF,-a CHARACTER wrongly _DEVELOPE DE’ 26^. 
is exalted ABOVE the God of NATURE... Be
fogged in SKEPTICISM, the MINDS of those 
who DOUBT are left to beat on the Rocks 
of... INFIDELITYMM.-89r91^---------------L
$ $ fyfy $ $ -6- $ :<X'. #

CHARACTER is not an easy matter..A 
noble CHARACTER is EARNED by individ
ual EFFORT...WE=FORM=THE=CHARACTER. 
It is FORMED by hard, stern BATTLES 
with SELF...If you WILL NOT, then 
jou_CANNOT overcome." COL 330-1. 
'Let nothing hinder you...A CHARAC
TER FORMED...is the ONLY TREASURE that 

does not mea|i we can take from this World to the 
next...Christ says, I am at your right 
hand to HELP you." COL 332.

of opinion has a bearing on the. Question 
whether the TALMUD teaches the Doctrine 
of ORIGINAL SIN..." p.95-6.

"The RABBINIC literature g' cs con
tradictory answers... This difference 
-------- -------- ---  . ■ ........ a _

"The MYSTERY of REDEMPTION... It gives to
man the MASTERY of himself, bringing ev- FAILURE." COL 363. 
ery IMPULSE and PASSION of the lower NA
TURE under the CONTROL of the HIGHER 
POWERS of the MIND." COL 114.

They went into the FRED WRIGHT SNARE= 
now they go and stick their Head BACK 
2  To_ the_LA0D|CEAN_SNAREBecause::____
"The MIND in which ERROR has ONCE taken 
possession can NEVER expand freely to 
TRUTH, even after investigation. The OLD 
THEORIES will claim recognition. The UN
DERSTANDING of things that are TRUE and

'It is NOW that we are to FORM CHAR- 
hCTERSLLLIt is N0WL.." COL_342.
'He will work WITH us..." COL 353._ 
~'THE~ GRACE~ of~God~ WORKS~ in~us~to~DEN I 
old inclinations, to OVERCOME..to FORM 
wew e^e222iii2e-22Y222P-.2-222r^2.ter" 
''ACTIONS repeated FORM HABITS,

"There can be NO REAPING unless the huma[i HABITS form CHARACTER, and by the CH, 
ACTER our DESTINY for TIME and for 
ETERNITY is DECIDED." COL 356._ 

358.

C 2^R^Q2ER 1L 211 -RE_A6 12221______
20 YEARS OF STUPIDITY: 

bv M0RGAN=is now SOLVED! on TAPE # 
5=go BACK to the CHURCH! in the Hour 
of it's "OMEGAI" He saw NOTHING

■ WRONG with FTW=now he sees NOTHING 
WRONG with SDA! The BUNDlead^ng

"..it is CHARACTER, NOT POSITION, which
22c2des_man^s DESTINY l'^_COL _123 L_________

ELEVATED and SANCTIFYING will be CONFUS^L’l ALL His GIFTS are'promised ON CONDITION 
of OBEDIENCE." COL 145.
"THE PHARISEE...thinks himself RIGHTEOUS Sphere , to PERFECTION of Christian 

-and hopes to win_COMMENDATION.'2 COL 150.
"THE~RICH~MAN~(THE~rich"LAODICEAN) . .he was 
separated from Abraham by an IMPASSABLE


